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SUMMARY 

Studies of rare-earth mineralization were carried out on the territory of the sheets “Itremo” 
and “Ambatofi-nandrahana” in the central part of the island Madagascar, the ore region 
Ambatofinandrahana with industrially valuable rare earth mineralization is distinguished. The 
main ore objects of the area are the occurrences of Ankozohambo, Marovoalavo, Ifasina 
(Vohiniariana) and Sahafa. Ore bodies with bastnaesite, monazite, zir-con, orthite are 
associated with steeply dipping zones of mineralization, silicification in calciphyres, marbles, 
and syenites and at the contact of the latter with granites and gabbro; as well as with cloak-
like laterite bodies overlying bedrock ore bodies. The contents of bastnaesite in the bedrock 
ore bodies of the Ankozohambo oc-currence range from 1.63 to 8.41% (average 3.0–3.91%), 
the contents of TR2O3 range from 4.15 to 12.21% (average 5.65–5.81%), and in laterites at 
different sites the content of bastnaesite ranges from 0.4 up to 8.24% (average 1.0-2.0%), 
TR2O3 – from 1.0 to 28.78% (average 1.14-3.49%). The probable resources of the ore region 
probably exceed 12.5 million tons of ore, 270 thousand tons of bastnaesite, and 460 thousand 
tons of TR2O3. 
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Introduction. Since the second half of the 20th century, the emergence of new industrial technologies has 
necessitated the widespread use of rare earth elements (TR) in a wide variety of fields: nuclear and jet tech-
nology, metallurgy, glassmaking, electronics, radio engineering, and electrical engineering. This led to a 
sharp intensification of exploration work for rare earth raw materials, which led to the discovery of a number 
of large deposits (Mountain Pass, Bear Lodge, Green Cave Springs in the USA, Bayan Obo, Guangdong, 
Hongtu, Longnan in China, Strange Lake in Canada, Buena Norte in Brazil, Phong Tho in Vietnam, Stin-
tampskraal in South Africa, Kongolon, Mobaz, Keleman in Mozambique, Mount Weld in Australia, etc.) 
(Mariano, 1989; Orris, Grauch, 2002; US Geological…, 2021). This made it possible to significantly 
strengthen the world mineral resource base of rare earth elements, which at the moment is able to meet the 
needs of the industry, but in the near future may require a significant expansion due to the intensification of 
the use of TR. In this regard, of particular interest is the research for new sources of rare earths, which, in 
particular, include Madagascar, where both already estimated and unestimated manifestations of rare earth 
mineralization are known. One of these areas is the Ambatofinandrahana region in the central part of the 
island of Madagascar, 330 km south of the city of Antananarivo, in the area of the village of the same name. 

Analysis of previous studies. The first information about the presence of bastnaesite in this area ap-
peared at the beginning of the last century in the works of A. Lacroix (1912, 1922). In 1950–53, CEA oper-
ates the Andakatany mine in open pit and underground mining, and in 1955–59, CGM – Andakatany and 
Ifasina mines. In 1985, BUMIFOM opens the Ankozohambo site. In 1962, G. Deluubac and M. Runnoania 
carried out mapping at a scale of 1:100,000 on "Itremo" and "Ambatofinandrahana" sheets. In 1965, the 
work of H. Besairie was published, where, in particular, the amount of bastnaesite mined at that time was 30 
tons. In 1966–71, Le Quartz and CGM mined 575 tons of bastnaesite in an artisanal way. In 1967–68, 
BRGM is conducting prospecting work at the Ankozohambo site, as a result of which europium reserves are 
estimated at 10 tons. In 1977–78, OMNIS conducts prospecting operations on the Itremo sheet and on the 
Ankozohambo site, in 1984–85, G. Andritzky inspects the Ankozohambo site and recommends continuation 
of exploration work on it. In 1984, D. Rakotomana (OMNIS) examined the manifestations of Vohiniariana, 
Ankaditany, Marovoalavo. In 1985, S. Razafimbelo (OMNIS) conducts a magnetometric survey at the 
Ankozohambo site. In 1990–91, E. Proshtchenko and others are conducting prospecting work at the Ankozo-
hambo, Vohiniariana, Marovoalavo, Ifasina sites. 

Formulation of the problem. However, these works did not lead to an objective assessment of either in-
dividual manifestations of rare earth mineralization, or the ore potential of the area as a whole, which is the 
purpose of this paper. 

Results. In 2008, at the invitation of the Madagascar Mining Investment Soil Company (MMI), the au-
thor conducted an expert assessment of rare earth mineralization manifestations in the central part of the 
island of Madagascar, on the area of the Itremo and Ambatofinandrahana sheets, which made it possible to 
identify the ore region Ambatofinandrahana and characterize its resource potential in terms of rare earth 
mineralization (Mykhailov, 20101, 2) (Fig. 1). 

The following most important structural-formational complexes are distinguished in the region (from below): 
• Precambrian basement (Vohibory system) – migmatite granites, migmatites, orthopyroxenites and or-

thoamphibolites, gneisses, veins of charnockites and amphibolites; 
• series of metamorphic rocks of the Upper Precambrian – quartzites, shales, calciphyres, marbles with 

unconformity overlapping basement formations; 
• Ambatofinandrahana intrusive complex – granites, subalkaline granites, gabbro, diorites, syenites 

(1125 Ma); 
• dikes and veins of pegmatites, gabbro, syenites, granites, kersantites, quartz; 
• alluvial deposits and laterites. 
Among the occurrences of bastnaesite known in the study area, Ankozohambo, Marovoalavo, Ifasina 

(Vohiniariana), and Sahafa are of practical interest (Andritzky, 1986; Fournie, 1968, 1969; Mykhailov, 
20101, 2; Proshtchenko et al., 1991; Rakotomanana, 2002).  

Ankozohambo occurrence is located 18 km north of the village Ambatofinandrahana on a plateau with ab-
solute elevations of 1600–1700 m. Here, a complex radiometric anomaly (over 90 μR/h against a background 
of 30 μR/h) and multiplicative geochemical anomaly (Ce×La×Y×Pb) westward (350o) at 1250 m are identifier, 
not traced to wedging out. Within its limits, two lenticular contrast radiometric (up to 200–500 μR/h) and litho-
chemical (n×1011 – n×1012) anomalies up to 100×300 m in size were established, which presumably coincide 
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with rich ore bodies. They correspond to lenticular zones of the presence of mineralized fragments in laterites, 
which indicates the proximity of ore bodies. It can be assumed that the anomalous zone continues in the north-
north-west direction for another 2500 m, which is indicated by the presence of manifestations of bastnaesite in 
this band (Fournie, 1968, 1969). In the northern and southern parts of the anomaly, bedrock outcrops of in-
tensely silicified rocks are known, as well as mineralization zones with bastnaesite (Northern and Southern ore 
bodies). 

 

 
Figure 1 Geological scheme of the 
ore region Ambatofinandrahana 
(Madagascar): 1–3 – metamorphic 
rocks of the Upper Precambrian: 
quartzites (1), shales (2), calciphyres 
(3); 4–7 – Ambatofinandrahana intru-
sive complex: granites (4), alkaline 
microcline granites (5), gabbro (6), 
syenites (7); 8 – geological bounda-
ries; 9 – faults (a), including thrusts 
(b); 10 – bedding (a), schistosity (b); 
11 – manifestations of rare earth 
mineralization; 12 – mineralization 
zones  
 
 

The Northern body of submeridional strike, steeply (80°) dips to the northeast, has an apparent length of 
up to 100 m, an apparent thickness of about 10 m. The content of rare earths reaches 6–8 %, the average 
content is 5.65%, the average content of bastnaesite 3.91%. The southern body is a formless outcrop of simi-
lar rocks on the southern slope of the Ankozohambo plateau, 50 × 100 m in size. On the northern side, 50 m 
from the primary outcrops, artisanal mine workings uncovered breccia’s of mineralized silicites. The content 
of rare earths varies from 2.95 to 12.18%, the average content is 5.81%, the average content of bastnaesite is 3%. 

Judging by the nature of radiometric and geochemical anomalies, the presence of ore fragments in the lat-
eritic plateau separating bedrock outcrops, the ore bodies jointed at depth. Thus, the general parameters of 
the primary ore body of silicites can reach: length – 1000 m, thickness – 10–15 m, content of rare earths – 5–
6%, bastnaesite – 3–4%. 

Between the two outcrops, for about 800 m, there is a lateritic plateau, on which a number of quarries of 
prospectors are known, who mined bastnaesite by hand. The content of rare earths in laterites ranges from 
1.02 to 1.24% (average 1.14%), which indicates the presence of a cloak-like laterite ore body with parame-
ters: length - 800 m, thickness – 10 m, width – 100 m, content of bastnaesite – 1,0%, rare earths – 1.14%. 

The total forecast resources of the manifestation can reach 5.5 million tons of ore, 150.5 thousand tons of 
bastnaesite, and 278.5 thousand tons of TR2O3. 

In the composition of the mineralized zones is dominated by quartz (90–98 %), bastnaesite is present 
(from 1–2 to 8%), and monazite, zircon, magnetite, martite, hematite, limonite, and Mn oxides are present in 
minor amounts. The amount of rare earths varies from 4 to 12%, their composition is dominated by oxides of 
Ce (40–45%), La (33–41%), Nd (11–14%), oxides of Pr, Sm, Eu, Cd, Dy are present , in small quantities – 
Ho, Tm, Yb, Lu, as well as Th, Nb, Zr, U. 

Probably, the mineralization zone continues intermittently in a south-southeast direction for at least 10 
km, where the occurrence of Andoharano is known. The area of occurrence is composed of calciphyres and 
marbles, cut through by body of syenites. The mineralization zone strikes north-northwest (355o), 150–200 m 
long, is composed of intensely silicified granites and marbles, to white jasperoids crushed, penetrated by 
veins of chalcedony, to breccia’s with quartz-micaceous cement, intensely cavernous from the surface. It 
coincides with the radioactive anomaly (up to 250–500 mR/h against the background of 90–150 mR/h).  

The total length of the ore-controlling zone, to which the Ankozohambo occurrence is confined, can reach 
at least 14 km. 

Marovoalavo occurrence is located 12 km west of the village Ambatofinandrahana, on the right side of 
the river Imorona (Fig. 2). The area of the site is 5.7 km2, it is elongated in the northwest direction for 2.7 km 
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and is 2.1 km wide, composed of hornblende, aegirine-hornblende alkaline syenites, intruding earlier granites 
in the east, and gabbroids in the north. There are dikes of syenite pegmatites of the northwestern, rarely 
northeastern direction, sometimes with large orthite crystals. Lateritic clays of the weathering crust are de-
veloped in the central part. Faults of the northwestern and other directions are described, represented by 
zones of crushing, brecciation, and mylonitization along syenites, which contain numerous mineralized veins 
and veinlets. 

In the central part of the site, they form a northwest-
trending zone up to 3000 m long and 200–500 m wide, satu-
rated with mineralized veinlets with disseminated bastnaesite, 
which coincides with a radiometric anomaly with an intensity 
of more than 100 μR/h. The zone is represented by intensely 
silicified, brecciated syenites with bastnaesite, monazite, 
zircon, orthite, biotite, fluorite, rutile, chalcedony, manganese 
oxides, and sometimes pyrite, arsenopyrite, magnetite, hema-
tite, and molybdenite. 

Here, on an area of about 500×200 m, there is a signifi-
cant number of artisanal quarries, in the dumps of which 
large, often well-faceted bastnaesite crystals are often found, 
as a rule, associated with pink and fleshy-red quartz, forming 
large ingrowths in it crystals. A vast anomaly of radioactivity 
is distinguished with an intensity of 60–100 μR/h (up to 280 
μR/h) against a background of 35 μR/h, elongated in a north-
north-west direction, 1200 m long, more than 300 m wide. 

The bulk of bastnaesite here is concentrated in laterites 
and was formed due to the destruction of thin, few zones of 
ore mineralization within the weathering crust of syenites 
with its sharp enrichment in useful components. Obviously, 
the ore body in laterites has a cloak-like shape, the parame-

ters are: length – 1000 m, thickness – 10 m, width – 150 m, average bastnaesite content is 2% (in single 
samples from 5.11 to 52.59%), rare earths –2.76%. 

The presence of a contrasting radiometric anomaly, high contents of rare earths in laterites (from 0.13 to 
28.78%) suggests the presence of a primary ore body under the cover of laterites – ore stockwork in syenites, 
the parameters of which can reach: length – 100 m, thickness – 100 m, width – 100 m, content of bastnaesite 
– 2%, rare earths – 2.76%. 

The composition of rare earths is dominated by Ce, La; Nd, Pr, Sm are present, in small amounts – Eu, 
Gd, Dy, Er, very small – Ho, Er, Tm, Yb, Lu. The total forecast resources of the occurrence can reach 5 mil-
lion tons of ore, 100 thousand tons of bastnaesite, 138 thousand tons of TR2O3. 

Ifasina occurrence is located 15 km northwest of the village Ambatofinandrahana, combines a number of 
mineralization zones within a tectonic zone of northwestern strike 4 km long, 1.5 km wide on both sides of 
the river Imorona. The first zone (Vohiniariana) is located on the banks of the river Ambondronely (left trib-
utary of the Imorona River). The total length of the mineralization zone reaches 1200 m; barite veins coin-
cide with it and a radiometric anomaly of the same strike (traced at a distance of 690 m) with an intensity of 
50–130 μR/h, which has not been traced to wedging out, has an intensity of 50–130 μR/h, within which con-
trasting anomalies are distinguished (up to 160 μR/h) lenticular shape, 100–200×50–60 m in size, which can 
be parallelized with rich ore bodies. The content of rare earths here reaches 4.56%. 

Another zone (Ambahy–Lesada), located 800 m northeast of the one described, stretches northwest for 4 
km and includes 12 mineralization points. It is confined to the tectonic contact of gabbro-syenites and gran-
ites, accompanied by mylonitization zones, jasperoids, barite, fluorite, chevkinite veins, pegmatite veins, 
silicification zones in granites, sometimes with large (up to 100 kg) chalcedony blocks with numerous bast-
naesite tablets, tourmaline and fluorite. 

The content of bastnaesite in mineralization zones ranges from 0.4 to 3.4%, averaging 1.1%. In contrast to 
other areas, monazite is present here in significant amounts, from 0.4–0.5 to 2.1%, 1.34% on average, which 
makes it possible to extract it together with bastnaesite. 

  
Figure 2 Structural diagram of the Marovoa-

lavo syenite intrusion: 1 – syenite; 2 – granites; 
3 – structural elements of the internal structure; 

4 – boundary of the intrusive massif 
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The content of rare earths varies from 1–2 to 8%, 3.49% on average; Ce, La, Nd predominate in their 
composition; Pr, Sm are present; in small amounts – Eu, Gd, Dy; very small – Ho, Er, Tm, Yb, Lu. 

These data make it possible to predict the discovery within the Vohiniariana zone of an ore body of rare 
earth mineralization in laterites with a size of: length – 250 m, thickness – 10 m, width – 100 m, content of 
bastnaesite 1.1%, monazite 1.34%, TR2O3 – 3.49%. One more ore body of the same nature, with similar pa-
rameters (150 × 100 × 10 m) and grades of useful components, is predicted on the southeastern flank of the 
Vohiniariana ore zone and two within the Ambahy–Lesada ore control zone. The discovery of other ore bod-
ies is not ruled out. 

The total predicted resources of the occurrence can reach 1.4 million tons of ore, 15.4 thousand tons of 
bastnaesite, and 33.25 thousand tons of TR2O3.  

Sahafa occurrence is located 17 km northwest of the village Ambatofinandrahana, 7 km north of the 
Vohiniariana site, on the left bank of the river Imorona. Here, in two parallel submeridional zones 1.8 and 
0.8 km long, 100–150 m wide, located 120–150 m from each other, a number of mineralization zones are 
known, opened by quarries. These zones are confined to the tectonic contact between granites and syenites, 
they are distinguished as intense radiometric anomalies elongated in the same direction (30–50 μR/h), 
against the background of which areas with an intensity of up to 150–200 μR/h stand out. Bastnaesite occur-
rences are associated with jasperoids and silicification zones 0.25–0.8 m thick and 50–100 m long. Two ore 
bodies are predicted to be found here with parameters close to the ore bodies of the Vohiniariana site (di-
mensions 150×100×10 m, bastnaesite content 1.1% , monazite – 1.34%, TR2O3 – 1.75%). The total forecast 
resources of the occurrence can reach 0.6 million tons of ore, 6.6 thousand tons of bastnaesite, and 10.5 thou-
sand tons of TR2O3. 

In addition to those described, a number of manifestations of rare earth mineralization are known in the 
area, which have no practical significance today: Sambalahy, Andakatany, Ambatolahifotsy, Tsangandrana, 
which indicates a significant spatial scope of rare earth mineralization in the described area. 

Conclusion. Thus, on the territory of sheets “Itremo” and “Ambatofinandrahana” in the central part of 
Madagascar is identified as the ore region Ambatofinandrahana with industrially valuable rare earth mineral-
ization. The main ore objects of the area are occurrences of Ankozohambo, Marovoalavo, Ifasina (Vohiniari-
ana) and Sahafa. Ore bodies with bastnaesite, monazite, zircon, orthite are associated with steeply dipping 
zones of mineralization, silicification in calciphyres, marbles, syenites at the contact of the latter with gran-
ites and gabbro; as well as with cloak-like laterite bodies overlying bedrock ore bodies. The predicted re-
sources of the ore region probably exceed 12.5 million tons of ore, 270 thousand tons of bastnaesite, and 460 
thousand tons of TR2O3. 
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